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Introduction of Spoken Chinese

     Chinese is a family of closely-related but mutually unintelligible languages. These languages 

are known variously as fQngyán/方言 (regional languages), dialects of Chinese or varieties of 

Chinese. In all over 1.3 billion people speak one or more varieties of Chinese. 

     All varieties of Chinese belong to the Sino-Tibetan family of languages and each one has its 

own dialects and sub-dialects, which are more or less mutually intelligible. 

Notable features

   ●  All varieties of Chinese are tonal. This means that each syllable can have a number of different 

meanings depending on the intonation with which it is pronounced. For example Mandarin has 

4 tones, Cantonese has 6-9 tones (it depends who you ask) and Taiwanese has 7 tones. 

      ●  The major varieties of Chinese are mutually unintelligible, but most people in China mainland Taiwan 

         who don’t speak Mandarin as their first language, can speak or at least understand it a bit.  

         However in Hong Kong and Macau few people speak Mandarin, so they tend to use English to  

         communicate with people from other parts of China mainland or Taiwan. 

     ●  Each of the major varieties of Chinese has numerous dialects, which are more or less     

        mutually intelligible. 
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Phonetic Transcription of Chinese

Many different ways have been devised to represent the sounds of spoken Chinese phonetically. 

Most use a version of the Latin/Roman alphabet and are known as ‘romanization’ or ‘latinization’. 

The first people to attempt the romanization of Chinese were Jesuit missionaries mainly from 

Spain and Portugal who began to arrive in China during the early 16th century towards the end 

of the Ming dynasty. The first romanization systems were created by Matteo Ricci, in 1605, and 

Nicolas Trigault, in 1626, who used them only as an aid to study the Standard Chinese. 

When Protestant missionaries were permitted to work in China after the Opium War of 1839-

1842, at first they had to confine their activities to the coastal provinces of the southeast, where 

people didn’t speak Mandarin and were mainly illiterate. The missionaries created romanization 

systems for many varieties of Chinese spoken in those areas, taught their converts to read and 

published millions of copies of religious works and other materials. 

At the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century, there was a general 

discontent with the policies of the Manchu Qing dynasty which lead to calls for reform in many 

areas, including language. Many phonetic scripts were devised by Chinese patriots who saw them 

as a way of making China “wealthy and strong” again. There was also much debate about whether 

the transcription systems should be used in conjunction with Chinese characters to show their 

pronunciation, or whether they should replace the characters altogether. Another issue was which 

variety of Chinese should be represented by the transcription systems: some favored Mandarin 

only, others argued that separate systems would need to be devised for other varieties of Chinese. 

Eventually it was decided that a northern dialect of Standard Chinese, as spoken by educated 

people in northern China, would be used as the basis for a new form of written Chinese. It also 

became the standard spoken language for the whole country. The new written form of Chinese 

was known as báihùa (plain language) and writers were encouraged to use it rather than Classical 

Chinese. Not all writers were keen to adopt the new style and to this day, a classical or semi-

classical style is still used by some. 

Examples of Chinese phonetic transcription systems:

1) Chinese characters

人人生而自由，在尊严和权利上一律平等。他们富有理性和良心，并应以兄弟关系的

精神互相对待。

2) Phonetic transcription

Rénrén shEng ér zìyóu, zài zOnyán hé quánlì shàng yIlC píngdDng. TQmen fùyGu  

lJxìng hé liángxUn, bìng yUng yJ xiTngdì guQnxì de jUngshen hùxiQng duìdài. 
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Chinese Romanization System

Pinyin, or more formally Hanyu Pinyin, is currently the most commonly used Romanization 

system for standard Chinese. Hanyu means the Chinese language, and pinyin means “phonetic 

notation”, or more literally, “spelling sound” or “spelled sound” [(Pin means “spell (ing)” and 

Yin means “sound (s)”]. It is a system of romanization (phonemic notation and transcription to 

Roman script). Developed by a government committee in the People’s Republic of China (PRC), 

the system was initially approved by the Chinese government on February 11, 1958. and is now 

the official Romanization system of China, Singapore, the US Library of Congress, and the 

American Library Association. Library standards allow for easier access to documents by making 

it easier to locate Chinese language materials. A worldwide standard also facilitates the exchange 

of data between institutions in various countries. Learning Pinyin is important to learn to speak 

standard Chinese and type Chinese characters. It transcribes the sounds of standard Chinese using 

the Romanized alphabet. Pinyin is most commonly used in China for teaching school children to 

read and it is also widely used in teaching materials designed for Westerners who wish to learn 

to speak standard Chinese and type Chinese Hanzi characters. The International Organization for 

Standardization adopted pinyin as the international standard in 1982, and since then it has been 

adopted by many other organizations. Since January 1, 2009, it is also the official romanization 

system in Taiwan. It is used to teach Chinese school children and foreign learners the standard 

pronunciation of Mandarin Chinese, to spell Chinese names in foreign publications and to enter 

Chinese Hanzi characters on computers and cellular phones.

Pinyin provides a comfortable base for anyone trying to learn Chinese: it looks familiar 

because it is like English. But don’t be misled though. The individual sounds of Pinyin are not 

always the same as English. For example, ‘c’ in Pinyin is pronounced like the ‘ts’ in ‘cats’. An 

example of Pinyin here is: Ni hao. This means “hello” (literally “you good”) and is the sound of 

these two Chinese characters: 你好. It is absolutely important to learn all the sounds of Pinyin. 

This will provide the foundation for proper standard pronunciation and will allow you not only to 

learn Chinese more easily, but also to learn typing Chinese Hanzi characters easily.

Pinyin is not perfect. It uses many letter combinations which are unknown in English and other 

Western languages. Anyone who has not studied Pinyin is likely to mispronounce the spellings and 

unable to type Chinese Hanzi characters. Despite its shortcomings, it is still best to have a single 

system of Romanization for the standard Chinese language.
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Chinese Pinyin  Tones

There are four tones represented in pinyin by marks above the words. The tone of a Chinese 

symbol indictaes how the pitch of the speaker’s voice changes as the character is said. The 

diagram to the right shows the pitch changes of the four tones on a five-bar scale going from 

lowest (1), to highest (5), while the four tone marks are:

first tone high level

second tone middle rising

third tone ˇ low dipping

fourth tone high falling

The four Chinese pinyin tones are used for clarifying the meaning of words. Tones are 

an important part of Chinese, which are the variation of pitch within a syllable and are used 

to distinguish words with same pinyin. There are basically four tones and one neutral tone in 

Mandarin Chinese, which are indicated in pinyin with either numbers or tone marks: 

• mQ (high level tone) 

• má (middle rising tone) 

• mA (lowdipping tone) 

• mà (high falling tone)

• ma (light and short)

Tones Tone Marks Descriptons Examples

1st tone 阴平 high level dQ 耷 (drop down)

2nd tone 阳平 middle rising dá 答 (answer)

3rd tone 上声 low dipping dA 打 (hit)

4th tone 去声 high falling dà 大 (big)

ˇ
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5 _____________    the high pitch

4 _____________    the mid-high pitch

3 _____________    the middle pitch

2 _____________    the mid-low pitch

    

1 _____________    the low pitch

(Pinyin Tone Charts)

How to Pronounce Chinese Characters

There is a large and very diverse group of Chinese dialects spoken across northern and 

southwestern China. Standard mandarin is the official spoke language in China mainland and 

Taiwan. In English, phonetic alphabet symbol provides the way how to spell the words. In 

Chinese, pinyin, a system of Roman alphabet, is used to express the sounds of characters. 

For example, the character 车 means vehicle. chE is pinyin for the character 车, while 

[`vi:ikl] is phonetic alphabet symbol for vehicle. 

  

Chinese English

Pronunciation chE [`vi:ikl]

Writing 车 vehicle

         There is also a neutral tone which is unstressed and usually goes unmarked.

Pinyin with tone
Simplified Chinese 

Character
English meaning Name of tone

mQ 妈                     mother 1st tone

mQ

má

mà

mA
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